Abstract

IoT (Internet of Things) has been predicted as the next wave of information and communications technologies (ICT) after the widely accepted smartphones market. Some has estimated that more than 50 billions of IoT devices may be deployed by 2020. The success of IoT will heavily rely on the virtuous cycle of innovations from cloud computing, to broadband networks, to big data, and to smart but lightweight devices. Our future life might be surrounded by a lot of IoT devices. The service model of IoT that differs from others of ICT lies in its capability of “situating” itself in its serving environment, therefore being able to learn the context and collaborate and interact with the environment. This kind of “situated computing” has several interesting properties: (i) put-in-place computing, (ii) collaborative context learning, (iii) M2M opportunistic communications, (iv) fast developable and deployable, and (v) massive connected devices. We then look at these features and raise several examples to show why IoT has big potentials and how IoT can be smarter. We will then discuss recent efforts of the community in building common hardware and software platforms and open M2M standards to achieve this situated service-oriented computing.
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Abstract
Since its emergence, one of the most advertised opportunities offered by service oriented computing has been the possibility of composing loosely coupled services on a per need basis. Services, like Lego pieces, act as modular building blocks which are assembled when a given articulated user request comes and are ready to be reused for other requests. Over the years, the promise has been of reducing recoding and refactoring efforts while achieving scalability, run-time adaptability, and infinite reuse. In this talk, I will review 12 years of experiences and research in dynamic service composition, going from initial work on composing trips based on a number of independent travel service operations to the more recent research in home and building automation where services often represent interconnected things in a defined physical space. In particular, I will present the RuG-planner, our current service composition framework, which is able to defer composition decisions to run-time and to seamlessly make revisions in response to a constantly evolving execution environment.
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